Choose the D-Series LED Area luminaires and see how your cash flow improves. Suitable for replacing 1000W metal halide, the D-Series LED Area Size 2 is specifically designed for automotive applications. It will make your front row look better than ever while operating at a fraction of the cost of traditional luminaires. Saving up to 75% in energy costs over 1000W metal halide luminaires, the D-Series LED Area Size 2 allows owners to enhance their bottom line while dramatically improving their lot’s appearance.

The savings don’t stop there. With an expected service life of more than 20 years, say goodbye to continuously replacing burned-out lamps and the accompanying service invoices. Add a 5-year warranty backed by the largest lighting manufacturer in North America, and the D-Series LED Area Size 2 is a smart investment that will pay dividends year after year.

**Zero Lamp Replacements**
The D-Series LED Area Size 2 will eliminate up to 10 lamp changes over its 20+ year life, along with the associated electrician labor and bucket truck costs.

**Remarkable Energy Savings**
Improve your cash flow with the D-Series LED Area Size 2 and save as much as 75% in energy costs compared to yesterday’s light sources.

**Powerful LEDs**
Suitable for replacing 1000W metal halide, the D-Series LED Area Size 2 is incredibly powerful. And more than any other LED luminaire, it is designed to make the front row pop.

**Specialized Distributions**
Offered with 11 different optical distributions, the D-Series LED Area Size 2 has a distribution for virtually every application, including the T15, created specifically for highlighting the front row of automotive dealership lots.

**Rotatable Optics**
Factory-rotated optics, oriented either 90° left or 90° right, allow enhanced mounting flexibility by placing more light on task.

Switch to the D-Series LED Area Luminaire
The D-Series Family of Lighting Products
for Your Automotive Dealership

D-Series LED Area Luminaire, Size 2
Extraordinary Performance. Incredible Power.
Using advanced LEDs and optics designed specifically
to light the front row of automotive dealerships,
the D-Series LED Area Size 2 luminaire is ideal for
replacing 1000W metal halide products. With a wide
array of optical distributions, plus options for left-
and right-oriented optics, the Size 2 delivers custom
lighting solutions for even the most demanding
automobile sales lots and parking lots.
Replaces: 400-1000W Metal Halide

D-Series LED Wall Luminaires Sizes 1 & 2
Contemporary Design. Remarkable Versatility.
The D-Series LED Wall luminaires are stylish yet intelligently
engineered to provide long-lasting, energy-efficient lighting.
Powerful and precise, the D-Series LED Wall luminaires are ideal
for showcasing dealerships and ensuring each lot makes a distinct
impression with dramatic results.
Replaces: 50-400W Metal Halide

D-Series LED Area Luminaire, Size 1
Refined Styling. Sophisticated Technology.
The modern styling of the D-Series LED Area Size 1
luminaire is striking yet unobtrusive—making a bold,
progressive statement even as it blends seamlessly
with its environment. Its outstanding photometric
performance results in sites with excellent uniformity,
greater pole spacing and lower energy use.
Replaces: 100-400W Metal Halide

D-Series LED Flood Luminaires Sizes 1, 2 & 3
Advanced Engineering. Extensive Configurability.
Equipped with next-generation LED technology and available with
a variety of mounting options and optical choices, the D-Series LED
Flood luminaires are as versatile as they are powerful. Capable of
providing general area or accent lighting, these sleek, compact LED
luminaires are the dealer’s choice for automotive floodlighting and
flag illumination.
Replaces: 50-400W Metal Halide

Visit www.lithonia.com/D-Series
to learn more.